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ABSTRACT
Open source software (OSS) repositories, like GitHub, conjointly build numerous big data projects. GitHub developers and/or its responders extend/enhance a project’s software capabilities. Over time, GitHub’s repositories are mined for new knowledge and capabilities. This study’s values-deliverance staging system data mines, isolates, collates and incorporates relevant GitHub text into values deliverance model constructs. This suggests differential construct effects influence a project’s activities levels. The study suggests OSS big data platforms can be software data mined to isolate and assess the values embedded. This also elucidates pathways where behavioral values deliverance improvements to GitHub can likely be most beneficial.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Big data generation exceeds 2.5 Exabytes per day (IBM 2015). Big data accumulates from information generation sources including: sensors, climate, health-fitness activities, transport, processing, logistics, financial actions, social media, knowledge accumulation and research. In the last 2 years 90 per cent of all data has been accumulated.

Big data views by Gartner (2012) and Schroock et al. (2012) offer the definition: big data is ‘uncertainties-embedded (veracity), high-volume, high-velocity, high-variety information assets that collectively demand cost-effective, innovative forms of uniform processing for enhanced insight and decision making.

Today the uniform processing of big data analysis still remains a misnomer. Big data is often mined for specific new-knowledge purposes such as: productivity and profitability (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012) competitiveness (Davenport 2006), advertising (Trattner and Kappe 2013), health (Bodanar and Salathe 2013; Chen et al. 2016), retailing (Bradlow et al. 2016), or investigations (Gerber 2014).

Big data mining techniques are also diverse and purpose-driven - with libraries like Mahout and SparkMlib utilizing targeted, machine-learning, efficiency-related applications. The combination of big data and traditional machine learning is also generating challenges within the social big data spectrum - with data-patterning trialed across fields including behaviors, visualizing and tracking (Bello-Orgaz et al. 2016).

GitHub
GitHub is a big data storage site that accepts or rejects global developer contributions into its embedded private or public (free) projects repositories (Badashian et al 2015). It houses over 20M users and 57M repositories. It is the largest open source software (OSS) of communities that combine their talents to develop software (Cosentino et al. 2017). It promotes rapid software development projects. GitHub incorporate collaborative development features including: bug-tracking, feature-requests, task-management and wikis (Williams, 2012; Marlow et al. 2013). This on-line platform hosts, and permits the building of collaborative OSS development projects.

GitHub mixes traditional software capabilities (like version control, free hosting and project storage) with an extended social reach (Squire 2014). Here, crowd-sourced coding contributors also participate indirectly through microblogs, and other websites (like Hacker.com). These crowd-sourced coding contributors comment on projects, analyze the merits of a project or possibly refine a specific project component coding modification and so add value towards an ongoing GitHub software development project (Taaay et al. 2014).

GitHub’s big data is stored in projects within its data storage repository. GitHub allows the use of restrictive API’s to investigate information within these repositories. Project developers can use these API’s to follow the relative activities contributions around their project. To support such project developer knowledge acquisitions this study investigates big data analytics and the deliverance of values.

Hence, this study investigates the first question:
RQ1: Can the OSS big data platform GitHub be data mined to assess the values embedded within its participant’s actions.
ANALYSING BIG DATA: GITHUB

Big Data
GitHub’s big data varies across time depending on project: (1) type, (2) scale, (3) duration, (4) team strength, (5) language, and (6) complexity (Cosentino et al. 2017). It is a multi-repository site where motivated contributors or responders can: (1) join a chosen harmonious community, (2) engage with others, (3) test the fit of their intentions, and (4) possibly be further motivated when other responder additions also provide unique personal value adds.

Analyzing Data Streams
GitHub offer API’s (https://developer.github.com/v3/) that allow its contributors to mine and retrieve the contents of files within a big data repository as Base64 encoded content. This allows its contributors to mine, investigate, and then develop effective, enhanced systems. These, in-turn, drive: (1) advanced project operational efficiencies, (2) project responsiveness, (3) expansion of project communities’ interactive connectivities, (4) teams of global social-communities (developers, contributors/responders, assessors, and marketers), and (5) lower project completion times.

Those researching GitHub big data continually add new understanding into this global open source software (OSS) community. Approaches vary from: (1) mathematical data mining techniques (Cosentino et al. 2017), (2) investigating readme files (Weber and Lou 2014), (3) tracking lines-of-code, forks, pulls, watchers, stars, reviews and relating these project additions/subtractions (Aggarwal et al. 2014; Borges et al. 2015; 2016; Xavier et al. 2014), (4) modelling the factors effects delivering project popularity and/or project activities levels (Aggarwal et al. 2014; Alshomali et al. 2017; Cosentino et al. 2017), (5) specific software/language studies, (6) social network studies (Jiang et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2016; McDonald et al. 2014; Sheoran et al. 2014; Singer 2014), (7) global software and economic trends (Grewal et al 2017), and (8) behavioral studies (Phipps et al 2013).

GitHub is also a social network, and it services its OSS communities (Lima et al. 2014). Here, its project hosting programs promote their collaborative software, and the activities/interests of one developer are promoted through to other developers (Thung et al. 2013). Thus, GitHub is a social interactive platform that interconnects all its stakeholders. Hence, although many different approaches are used to mine its big data, GitHub likely acts as a services business, and so likely provides a source of values deliverance similar to what is found in service business.’

Analyzing for Value
The Oxford Dictionary (https://en.oxforddictionaries.com) considers value as a verb as something holding economic value, being deemed important/beneficial; or generating a high opinion. This is a values acquisition process. In contrast value as a noun is something (in one’s judgment) that is held of importance, of worth, or of usefulness. This is a post-event measure.

The Collins dictionary (https://www.collinsdictionary.com) sees value as a verb as ‘if you value something (or someone) you think it is holding personal importance, and you appreciate this.’ This is a values acquiring process. Value as a noun is seen as ‘the value of something such as a quality, an attitude, or a method is its importance or usefulness’ to you. This is an established or after-the-event measure.

Merriam-Webster (https://www.merriam-webster.com) defines value as a measurement outcome (noun): ‘a monetary worth of something; a fair return in goods, services, or money; relative worth, utility, or importance; something intrinsically valuable/desirable, sought material values; a numerical quantity assigned or determined; a musical note; relative color or picture part lightness or darkness.’ Merriam-Webster gives scant consideration to value as verb, but does indicate that value is a complex mix that is determined over time.

On closer examination such definitions suggest value as something currently being built (verb) around an item, and as something already gauged as present in an item (noun), and as a multi-dimensional consumer perception of an item.

Like the above definitions, Boksberger and Melsen (2011) recognize value (value as a noun) as a preferential, after-event judgment involving a single transaction or end-state. They also recognize that the term values (value as verb) represents a series of criteria, norms or ideals that are framing towards a deduced or derived value position.

Value is a perception framed through Equity Theory, where consumer’s outcomes-versus-inputs are gauged against the service provider’s outputs-versus-inputs (Oliver and DeSarbo 1988). The consumer determines a value by evaluating what is fair, correct, and/or deserved against some perceived net-worth (Bolton and Lemon 1999). This net-worth is the values being acquired by the consumer - possibly as: (1) time being consumed; and/or (2) energies/actions being applied; and/or (3) rewards being acquired; and/or, (4) perceived sacrifices being incurred, and/or (5) feelings being incurred; and/or (6) affordability of costings incurred (Yang and Petersen 2004).

Parise et al. (2012) enlist a four quadrant model (performance management, data exploration, social analytics, and decision science)
to: (1) integrate big data strategies, (2) build a data capability, and (3) be proactive in creating big data policies. They recognize the real value of big data (transactional and non-transactional) and related strategies, offers a pathway towards competitive advantage. They recognize the cost of data capture/acquisition is continually decreasing, and that big data value extends business capabilities to: (1) answer known questions, (2) experiment, (3) discover trends and opportunities, and (4) help managers in their decision making in ways never previously imagined.

LaValle et al. (2011) see value from big data as a value creation that occurs early in the business’s development of analytics sophistication. Gandomi and Haider (2015) recognize the massive volumes of unstructured text, audio and video heterogeneous data (big data) can be efficiently text-mined with structured computational algorithms, delivering to the business a unique set of value characteristics.

Sivarajah et al. (2017) conclude big data holds the potential to release knowledge and value insights without loss from unstructured data. This values extraction then offers advanced business opportunities including: (1) strategic decision making, (2) improved strategic operational efficiency, (3) new revenue streams and (4) competitive business advantages. However such business values competitive opportunities remain complex.

Bradlow et al. (2016) adopt a knowledge investigation process to extract new predictive value components from retail-related big data sources and against five dimensions: (1) the customer, (2) the product, (3) the time, (4) the geo-spatial location and (5) the channel.

Erevelles et al. (2016) consider analyzing consumer-related big data as a pathway towards transforming tomorrow’s marketing approaches. They propose tapping big data through: (1) physical resourcing - utilizing evidenced consumer activities; (2) human resourcing - extracting embedded consumer commentary perspectives; and (3) organizational capital resourcing - engaging embedded consumer insights. This process is contextualized against each firm’s unique big data resourcing requirements. Thus value can be something already present (noun), or something currently being built (verb) through multi-dimensional consumer perceived compilations around an item. In addition, a value perspective can change (or develop) over time as new valuing perspectives are being acquired (or are developing further), and this is time-line development represents an ongoing ‘values deliverance’ approach.

Hence, this study pursues a multi-dimensional, ongoing values deliverance approach. Firstly, it aims to extract values indicator items from the OSS big data contributions provided by the GitHub repository contributors. Secondly, it aims to group these values indicator items against consumer literature-supported (and ongoing) perceptive behavioral values dimensions. Finally, this study aims to add further big data contributor insights into the retail business domain.

Hence, this study investigates the second question:

**RQ2: Can the relative strength of behavioral value dimensions support pathways to improve GitHub as an OSS services provider.**

**VALUES DELIVERANCE**

Bradley et al. (2012) see values deliverance as a dynamic construct encapsulating valuing across several dimensions and as changing over time. Sanchez et al. (2006) notes values deliverance as a dynamic acquisition process occurring across time and in stages. Values deliverance also involves the consumer in perceptive and behavioral considerations. Here a consumer extracts item valuing whilst considering what they are requiring of an item against their pre-conceived expectations of this item. This links into Aijen’s Theory of Planned Behavior, and into the Theory of Reasoned Action. This implies that where values deliverance is mapped behaviorally it can result from a consumer’s planned engagements and expectations, then into the consumer’s actioning and trialing, and then through to the consumer’s deductively reasoned concluding decisions.

Initially, values deliverance arises through the consumer’s prior experiences around a desired item (ref). This pre-event knowledge can be sufficient to motivate the consumer into an item valuing pathway that assesses the items value dimension possibilities. Here the motivated consumer moves to a consumptive processing. This at-event item processing sees the consumer considering and trialing the item’s potential values combinations against: (1) delivering performance, (2) delivering qualities, (3) delivering servicing, (4) delivering suitable economic-worth, and (5) delivering internal emotive-satisfier capabilities (Hamilton and Tee 2013). Eastman and Eastman (2015) also support behavioral motives as pre-cursors to delivering consumptive actions. Thus, in the value as verb phase of values deliverance, a Motivation Theory phase drives the consumer into a Consumption Theory phase.

The consumptive valuing perceived by the consumer also acts as a behavioral regulator (Sirdeshmukh, Singh, and Sabol 2002). At this point, the values deliverance process extends further - into the value as a noun phase. Here, the consumer’s consumptive item valuing translates into their adopted reflective, after-use, self-gratification perspectives (Phipps et al 2013). This part of the values deliverance process is similar to a User Gratification theory approach, and it incorporates Goal Theory and Action Identity Theory.
This reflective value as a noun approach also allows for a re-motivation feedback loop that can then deliver further ongoing (loyal) consumer engagements around the item (Yang and Petersen 2004).

Rintamaki and Kirves (2017) also adopt reflective item considerations when developing value model feedback loops between a business’ proposed values and its consumers’ perceived values. They contextualize (country, channel, product-category, and competitive situation) their feedback loops against economic value, functional value, emotional value, and symbolic postconsiderations of value acquired (gauged as reflective satisfaction and word-of-mouth comments).

Thus, values deliverance is a dynamic occurrence that builds behaviorally within the consumer across a period of time. It builds from the consumer’s pre-event expectation and engagement motivational perspectives (Hamilton and Tee, 2013). Where the consumer accepts these motivations as sufficient the consumer then engages in at-event consumptive values experiencing actions. These then lead to the consumer generating post-event gratification reflections regarding their valuing experiences. These post event measures are typically gauged as satisfaction, and/or trust, and/or loyalty (Hamilton and Tee, 2013). Finally, values deliverance is also a dynamic process, and it embeds feedback loops between the post-event gratification decisions, at-event consumptive actions, and pre-event motivations (Hamilton et al. 2013). This values deliverance process is displayed as Figure 1.

Values deliverance is by nature multi-dimensional. Values deliverance is an acquisition process involving perceptions, and inducing actioning and trialing behaviors, and reflective summations. These can also be tangible, and/or intangible, and/or emotive, and they can be positive, or neutral, or negative.

Behavioral Values in Service Business’
The literature offers many variants when modelling values deliverance, but a sequential time-line and multi-dimensional approach offers a solid behavioral framework. Figure 1’s values deliverance approach enlists the three stage, theoretically-supported construct blocks (West and Turner 2010).

Considering service business’ Woodruff (1997) believes values are hierarchically developed, and they can be progressed from a consumer’s desired values perspective (as pre-event expectations) through to the consumer’s post-event perceived values deliverance outcomes. Mattson (1991) adds that these value dimensions can exist as mixes of emotional, practical and logical values.

Figure 1: Values deliverance framework (adapted from Hamilton et al. 2013; Hamilton and Tee 2013)
Locating GitHub Behavioral Values

Big data OSS developer sites like GitHub behave as a development and storage hub for all aspects of a software project’s development. Thus, GitHub acts somewhat like a service business. Hence, a service business research approach may offer useful insights into the values building in repositories, and this approach may indicate how big data can be analyzed from a values deliverance perspective. In GitHub the consumer’s role in values deliverance is replaced by the contributions of those participating. These OSS developers, and their associated responders add value into the GitHub repositories through: (1) their comments, (2) their ‘readme’ contributions, (3) their internal/external ideology, (3) beliefs, and (4) justifications - but they recognize values must be set against rules, criteria, norms or ideals and preferential judgments.

Boksberger and Melsen (2011) offer values as multi-dimensional, and encompassing social behaviors including: (1) attitude, (2) ideology, (3) beliefs, and (4) justifications - but they recognize values must be set against rules, criteria, norms or ideals and preferential judgments.

Roig et al. (2009) followed a similar path, measuring behavioral value across services through: (1) social, (2) emotive, and (3) functional (performance/reputation, qualities delivered, servicing, and economic) component measures. These value components also modelled into the deliverance of satisfaction and then loyalty.

Over time, these, and other researchers, have literature-developed, and empirically-tested, various consumptive consumer behaviors regarding the business’ specific service offerings. Many have modelled the input and output constructs that contextualize the consumer’s perceived value acquisitions. The input and output constructs of these research works are summarized in this study into Figure 1’s Value Deliverance framework.

Thus, Figure 1 progressive timeline-shift likely occurs from the consumer’s pre-event item motives, through to their at-event consumptive item trialing behaviors, and then through to their resultant post-event item gratification conclusions (Sanchez et al. 2006; Bradley et al. 2012), and this values deliverance process has embedded feedback loops that update (and reengage) the at-event, or the pre-event constructs (Hamilton and Tee 2013).

Researchers support behavioral motives as delivering consumption (Eastman and Eastman 2015), such reflective behavioral and conjoint value approaches offer pathway inclusions into a consumer’s ‘post-event’ reconsideration intention feedback loop, and/or into a values checking feedback loop. However, they do not capture the values acquiring processes that comes through a service experience, such as occurring in continual big data contributions processes or in a service experience process. Thus, as shown in Figure 1, the deliverance of value remains an ongoing, and cyclical process arising through continuing accumulations across the suite of values deliverance measures.

Value resulting from an available service remains the accumulative processing of consumer’s behavioral consumptive actioning ‘now.’ It occurs at the time it is being consumed or experienced. Thus, accurate value measures are actually behaviorally consumptive item trialing behaviors, and then through to their resultant post-event item gratification conclusions (Sanchez et al. 2006; Bradley et al. 2012), and this values deliverance process has embedded feedback loops that update (and reengage) the at-event, or the pre-event constructs (Hamilton and Tee 2013).

Thus, the Figure 1 progressive timeline-shift likely occurs from the consumer’s pre-event item motives, through to their at-event consumptive item trialing behaviors, and then through to their resultant post-event item gratification conclusions (Sanchez et al. 2006; Bradley et al. 2012), and this values deliverance process has embedded feedback loops that update (and reengage) the at-event, or the pre-event constructs (Hamilton and Tee 2013).

Values business’ deliver valued actions, deeds, efforts, costs or qualities that target satisfying a consumer’s: (1) needs, (2) wants, (3) demands, (4) desires, and (5) fun. Such services can be highly-skilled, and can involve intangible and tangible expert solutions. Services business’ also spread across sectors including: accounting, banking, benchmarking, consulting, consumer management, education, insurance, operations, OSS development, professional services, social networking, retailing, tourism, and transport.
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assessments and (4) their code development additions or deletions contributions.

Today, those working in the big data behavioral values field are now considering service business’ values-related issues including: (1) approaches to extract data, (2) purposeful data extraction techniques, (3) values measurement, and (4) new business engagement opportunities (Bradlow et al. 2017; Cosentino et al. 2017; Erevelles et al. 2016; Grewal et al. 2017; Hamilton et al. 2017). However, the extraction of the participant-contributed value items from within a big data development and storage hub like GitHub still remains unfocussed, and big data values deliverance remains an ongoing domain of research investigation.

**Applying Behavioral Values to Big Data Streams**

The above values delivery systems are actually survey based and point-in-time text response models. With big data providing the input constructs to Figure 1’s Value Deliverance Model. GitHub projects continually acquire text information from multiple sources - stars and watchers are attitudinal; pulls and forks are engagements; contributors and commits are intentions; and project releases are stimulators. These all link to the ‘text’ values capture and then culminate in project activities levels. The linking of big data text storage to values deliverance offers an opportunity to recompile the values system for: (1) a business, and/or (2) a service, and/or (3) a developer/R&D environment. Many big data mining approaches exist (Bello-Orgaz et al. 2016; Cosentino et al. 2017). Several text mining approaches also exist. Dean and Ghemawat (2004; 2008), Zaharia et al. (2008), and Shim (2012) mine large scale data-intensive applications using MapReduce algorithms.

MapReduce algorithms often engage with large (terabyte) data sets and can generate intermediate value pairings as a reduced function containing all the intermediate value pairings against a selected intermediate key. Google uses query languages built into various parallel database systems to execute over 100,000 MapReduce tasks per day. MapReduce uses Hadoop OS algorithms to delivers on small pieces of data including: (1) large-scale graphics, (2) text, (3) machine learning, and (4) statistical machine translation (Pavlo et al. 2009; Fernandez et al. 2014) - with multi-data assessments processing in-parallel at the working node. In text mining GitHub repositories, MapReduce parallelizes and executes across selected repositories and it runtime solves: (1) input-data-partitioning, (2) repository-execution-scheduling, (3) repository-handling-failures, and (4) inter-repository-management-communications (Dean and Ghemawat, 2010).

MapReduce uses ‘map’ functions to deliver each chosen word aligned to a paired count-of-occurrences. It splits text data into small, independent, intermediate, key word/value pairs (or ‘subset chunks’). The ‘reduction’ functions then shuffle and combine these key words/values at the same working node. Word counts and a common concept/output are generated. Next, an execution wrapper reduces these words/concepts into a sorted output list of words/values counts (Fernandez et al. 2014). Each output count can then be collated (or word-parceled) into its specific value construct, and analyzed using the Figure 1 values deliverance system. This staging system is shown in Figure 2 – with the values deliverance included during stage 3.

The specifically-targeted consumer-business engagement environment, and its chosen service offering, is first defined. In this case, it is GitHub JavaScript, and the strength of the values deliverance system mined from within its repository projects. Next, the values delivery system construct items are added (and can be extended by co-tracing and adding word synonyms). Then, a reduction algorithms approach is applied at the working node. Measurement of these reduction outcomes then allows application through real-time mechanistic path models.

Considering Figure’s 1 and 2, the emergent individual construct items within the values delivery system can be selectively gauged against the above gratification groupings, and/or against activities outcomes measures such as GitHub project activities levels.
Interpretable, standardized path strengths, and standardized total effects then offer insights into business-applicable outcomes. This is shown in Figure 3. Here the gratification post-event measures are encapsulated through the project’s activities levels. Other measurement items involved can also MapReduce into satisfaction, trust, loyalty, and feedback measures in a similar way to the motive and consumptive MapReduce measures discussed across Figures 1 and 2.

This real-time analysis can also incorporate artificial intelligence and machine learning responsive solutions. For example, Grewal et al. (2017) link retail consumer engagement decision making to a raft of mineable considerations: (1) technologies-deployed, (2) aesthetic visual displays, (3) big data usage, (4) activities analytics levels, and (5) consumptive engagements. These can be intelligently-designed to behaviorally-monitor (and respond to) external interactors, and they can be incorporated via feedback loops into Figure 2’s value deliverance staging system. This adds further intelligences towards determination and provision of near-real-time, business-relevant, consumer-targeted, value deliverance system outputs.

CONCLUSION

Our approach suggests the OSS big data platform GitHub can be data mined to assess the values embedded within its participant’s actions (RQ1), and that the relative strength of behavioral value dimensions likely does support pathways to improve GitHub as an OSS services provider (RQ2).

Hence, this study now follows Figures 1, 2 and 3 to API extract information within chosen GitHub repositories, and to assessment the relative activities contributions into a GitHub project. Like Google, we now deploy the values deliverance framework measures using MapReduce to text mine the projects’ information (previously extracted through GitHub’s restrictive API’s). These text components are generated by GitHub’s OSS developers and their associated follower ecosystems. This approach allows the extraction and collation of the text components (text comments, their text ‘readme’ contributions, their internal/external text assessments, and their text code development additions or deletions contributions).

Data mined text items are collated, regrouped, and deployed into the values deliverance model (Figure 3) as motive, consumption and gratification constructs. The values-deliverance model allows GitHub and its project creators (and their core team of lead developers) to better understand the significant path relationships that exist within GitHub’s ecosystem, and within its projects and their communities of stakeholders.

The values deliverance model exposes the significant total effects pathways. These can be interpreted by GitHub and its project creators (and their core team of lead developers). Decisions can then be applied towards influencing GitHub project activities. This can expedite GitHub project release solutions delivering enhanced qualities, efficiencies, cost savings, and time reductions.
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